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Objective

Studying the effect of incorporating a label guided split scheme in the recent novel

class of Random Forests, so-called Mondrian Forests which have attractive properties.

Context

� Mondrian Forest (MF): A novel a class of Random Forest (RF) introduced by Balaji [1].

� Mondrian Tree (MT): random hierarchical binary partition ofRD(distribution over kd-tree

data structures).

1. Each tree is bayesian →high uncertainty to data far from training data (bounding box)

where splits only occur. There is no split or decision boundary outside thus the model

is uncertain (see fig.1 and 2. ).

2. Splits are done independently of labels.

3. Online version (no re-training!) matches the batch version.

Figure 1: Difference between Decision Tree (DT) and Mondrian Tree (MT). Dots, square and stars are 2D

training data and their colors represent their classes. The MT splits only within the bounding box of the

training data points. Thus data outside these bounding boxes receive high uncertainty as no split occurs

there. Conversely DT is confident even far from the training data as it splits the entire feature space [0, 1]2.

Figure 2: On the left, are represented training data with the color indicating their classes. Middle and right

figures present respectively DT and MT predictions of the whole space [0, 1]2 after training where each data
point in any region shares the same class as the training data lying in that region. The color brightness of

any region indicates the prediction confidence level, the brighter the more confident and inversely. The

MT(right figure) is less confident as we move far from the training data while the DT (middle figure) is

confident everywhere.

Problem

Mondrian Forests still perform less than the standard Random Forests[1]

Performs worsely when data contains many irrelevant features (No label used for

splits).

What can we do to make MF better ?

We propose simply to exploit labels to guide splits.

Method

Random Node Optimization using the Information Gain (IG)[2]

IG(δ, ξ, D) = H(D) − 1
|D|

∑
i∈{R,L}

|Di|H(Di) (1)

with DR = {x ∈ D|xδ ≥ ξ} and DL = {x ∈ D|xδ < ξ}

H(D) = −
∑
c∈C

p(c)log(c) (2)

Selection of the best one among T × Q splits (δ, ξ) at each node

δ∗, ξ∗ = argmax
δ,ξ∈{δ1,...,δT }×{ξ1,...,ξQ}

IG(D, δ, ξ) (3)

The dimension or feature δi is sampled with probability proportional to

(Xd)max − (Xd)min for any d = 1, ..., D. The split position ξj is sampled uniformly from

the extent of feature δi: [(Xδi
)min, (Xδi

)max].

Remark: when T = Q = 1, we fall back to the original Mondrian Forest.

Experiments

We conducted experiments in with the following settings :

1. Datasets: usps[3], satimages[4], letter[4] and dna[4] datasets.

2. split parameters: T =
√

D (D is the dataset dimension) as usual in RF and Q = 6.
3. Number of trees: 1 and 50.

4. Mode: batch and online with 10 mini-batches.

Results
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Figure 3: Comparison between the original MF and our modified version in batch mode on four datasets.
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Figure 4: Comparison between the original MF and our modified version in online mode on DNA dataset

(containing irrelevant features).
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Figure 5: Comparison between the original MF and our modified version in online mode on USPS dataset.

Analysis

In batch mode:

1 MT: accuracy increases by +10.6%.

50 MTs: accuracy increases by 25.3% for the dna dataset (containing irrelevant

features) and similar otherwise (1.3%)

In online mode:

DNA dataset: same increase as in batch mode 25%, the gap gets bigger as more trees.

USPS: accuracy increases slightly as in batch mode, 1.2%.

Remark: In the online mode, using labels for splits breaks the guarantee that the batch

mode matches the online one.

Our approach increases the running time as we compute the Information Gain T × Q
times.

Conclusion and Perspectives

The performance increases considerably when the dataset contains irrelevant features.

It is less noticeable otherwise.

We project to perform a theoretical analysis of the induced time complexity and

bias-variance analysis in both cases with and without label guided splits.
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